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Abstract 

Information about the weather plays a very vital role in day-to-day life of humans, including 

various sectors like agriculture, business, traffic etc., knowing the weather beforehand helps to 

resolve several weather-related issues, this generates need of implementing a robust model to 

find weather type by analysing weather images. Very few research has been conducted in this 

field using Transfer Learning. This research fills the gap by using pre-trained models and CNN 

model. The focus of this research is classification of different types of weather using transfer 

learning. Image2Weather dataset taken and divided into two datasets, Weather4Class having four 

weather classes and Weather2Class dataset having two weather class and four deep transfer 

learning models applied further performance is compared. The Data Augmentation and Feature 

Extraction technique is applied on VGG16. InceptionV3, DenseNet and CNN were also 

considered for accuracy comparison. The research concluded VGG16 model performed best 

compared to other techniques. 
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Chapter 1 -  Introduction 

1.1  Background 

Prediction of weather is one of the most crucial aspect of the daily lives of human and animals 

too. Many techniques and equipment are there to observe the weather condition, some 

meteorological department uses the weather sensors which is a very costly method for weather 

observation which is making the weather prediction not so popular. Here, comes the rapidly 

growing Deep Learning Techniques which is very cost effective and can be applied in many of 

the fields including weather. Image classification is becoming very popular using Deep Learning 

Techniques because of its faster and better computational speed with high accuracy compared to 

traditional image classification techniques. Image classification can be done in two ways like 

Multi-class image classification and Two-class image classification. Weather image 

classification is becoming popular using the deep learning techniques, but the multi-class weather 

classification is being avoided by the researchers as there is a lack of multi-class weather data. 

(Yin and YingXiang, 2020) proposed a combined Resnet and DenseNet model for multi-class 

weather image classification. (Cewu et al.,2014) performed research on Two-class weather 

mainly sunny and cloudy images. In this research both the two and multi class weather image 

classification is performed. 

1.2  Business Background 

Weather conditions have a significant effect on the industry like agriculture and the traders within 

a commodity market for sale along with sectors like Transportation industry which can be 

benefitted greatly to manage traffic under different weather conditions and to generate weather 
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warnings to avoid transportation and save lives. Companies can rely on weather details and 

predict the upcoming demand of several commodities. Weather type estimation is a part of the 

economy as in the year U.S. spent around $5.1 billion on weather estimation, generating six times 

benefits as much. 

Last year, the clothing industry was affected due to unusual warm winter temperature changes 

across Europe which led to closing of stores and loss in sales whereas in UK 18 weather-related 

profit warnings were delivered by the industry advisers. Employees health is also affected due to 

harsh weather conditions, so the company needs the information about the weather in advance 

for safety of their employees and to produce a better business outcome. For all these business-

related issues, weather intelligence is the key, thereby applying deep learning techniques to 

determine harsh weather conditions in no time. The data collected about weather is analysed and 

processed using various Artificial Intelligence techniques that helps to know about the severe 

weather conditions beforehand which solves many business-related issues. 

1.3  Research Problem 

Weather classification is a vital part of the industry operations. Weather Image Classification 

aims at determining and classifying different weather conditions by analysing the weather image 

data gathered from all over Europe region. This research is conducted using different deep 

transfer learning architectures to classify the weather type and compare the performance accuracy 

to choose the best working model. 
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1.4  Research Question 

What is the level of correspondence between the existing basic Deep Learning technique and the 

newly emerged Transfer Learning techniques for two and multi-class weather image 

classification? 

• Aim: To use and compare pre-trained deep transfer learning architecture with CNN for 

weather type classification under different specifications and to use this pre-trained 

architecture as feature extractor, further comparing with data augmentation results. 

• Objective: To find the best performing deep learning model for the weather image 

classification task along with determining the effect of using data augmentation and 

feature extraction technique. The objective is to train the models using different 

configuration and find out the best working configuration for classification. 

• Hypothesis: The Transfer learning techniques out-perform the basic deep learning and 

the feature extraction techniques reduces overfitting issue. 

1.5  Scope 

The scope of this research is to accurately classify the multi-class and two-class weather images 

type with using deep transfer learning techniques and performance comparison with the basic 

CNN model and selecting out the best model for image classification based on this research. 

1.6  Limitations  

• The number of epochs and steps_per_epoch taken was least in number as for the ease of 

computation and time saving  

• The volume of the data was reduced for easy uploading and faster performance 
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• Both the measures applied due to the google colab runtime expires after 12 hours of 

inactivity and the jupyter notebook kernel gets dead if loaded with heavy data while 

training on i7 8th processor-based system. 

1.7  Dissertation Roadmap 

To build a strategic plan for the implementation of dissertation project, the following roadmap is 

used. 

 

Figure1. 1  Dissertation Roadmap 

• Introduction: This includes problem definition and research question with aim and 

objective. 

• Literature Review: Highlights other researchers work in the field of weather image 

classification. 

• Methodology: Uses CRISP-DM methodology along with the transfer learning architectures 

to conduct this research 

• Analysis: Comparison and discussion of performance of different deep transfer learning 

techniques is done 

• Conclusion: Overview of the results summary 

Introduction

Literature 
review

Methodology

Analysis

Conclusion
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Chapter 2 -  Literature Review 

2.1  Background 

‘Every single day numerous images are produced, which creates the necessity to classify them so 

that accessibility is easier and faster’ (Siddhartha Sankar et al., 2014). The classification of the 

images and surroundings is very beneficial for the evaluation and fast analysis of the image or 

scene related problems and further enhancing productivity. Analysis of image deals with the 

extraction of the meaningful information from the digital images by digital image processing 

techniques like image segmentation with the help of computer. Few crucial image analysis tools 

such as neural networks which is based on the human neural network is used for the image 

classification. In order to promote research and development of new techniques for computer 

vision and analysis between researchers, ImageNet was developed, ImageNet consists of large 

dataset of images which is more than 14 million for computer vision research. 

(Niall et al., 2020) compares and explains the terms Traditional Computer Vision techniques vs 

Deep Learning furthermore states that dealing with tons of data was a bit complex earlier but 

now with the advent of Deep Learning techniques which is based on Artificial Neural Networks 

the problem is greatly reduced in the field of image classification, colourization, segmentation 

and detection. A very effective Deep Learning technique Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

working, advantages and its massive contribution in the field of computer vision is discussed. 

After weighing the pros and cons of both Deep Learning and Computer vision technique, the 

author concludes that Deep Learning techniques performs better when compared to computer 

vision in most cases while stating that computer vision techniques is also relevant for improving 

performance in hybrid as well as in Deep learning applications. 
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In this research the author aims for weather classification using images of weather. In a journal 

published by School of Computer Science Bina Nusantara University Jakarta, Indonesia the 

authors (Afan Galih et al., 2015) states that information about weather is very important as it 

globally effects the day-to-day life of humans furthermore delineates about the availability of 

wide range of data along with the advent of computer technology in the domain of weather 

forecasting using various Deep Learning techniques, also discusses about the wide-ranging 

applications and challenges faced in weather prediction. A comparison is made based on the 

performance of different Deep Learning techniques available like CRBM, CNN and RNN. 

(Krishna and Kalluri, 2019) explains in detail about the Deep Learning and its comparison with 

Machine Learning techniques, declaring that the Deep Learning Techniques performs better than 

traditional Machine Learning Techniques and describes about a branch of deep learning which is 

Transfer Learning that works on pretrained weights learnt from the previous deep learning 

models. Architecture of CNN is discussed in the paper which is having different layers to perform 

image classification. Layers of the CNN are Input Layer is for extracting features, Convolutional 

Layer is for finding features from images, Relu layer exchanges the negative number of 

convolutional layers with zero, Pooling retains the information by reducing the parameters of 

large images, Fully Connected layer used for conversion into labels having categories, Softmax 

Layer provides decimal probabilities to each class. Transfer Learning is having multiple 

architectures, the top 5 error rate of CNN ‘s architecture is discussed such as LeNet, AlexNet, 

VGGNet, GoogleNet and ResNet, each model’s architecture is mentioned along with the 

comparison made based on the accuracy tested for each model on six different datasets 

concluding that the volume of dataset and number of epochs can affect the accuracy of the model. 

(Christian et al., 2016) paper tells the combination of the newly emerged Residual Network and 

Inception architecture implementing Tensorflow for training setup which simplified the Inception 
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model architecture and further discussed it’s working. Also compares the models like Inception 

V3 and V4 with versions of similar Inception-ResNet and carried out several experiments using 

different parameters, the best model achieved was using the configuration as RMSprop with 

learning rate of 0.45 decaying after every two epochs with rate of 0.9. Concluding that all versions 

of Inception model perform better than previously used networks, and the residual networks 

ultimately helps in enhancing the training speed of the Inception architecture. 

(Shaha and Pawar, 2018) this journal discusses about the advantages of the CNN architecture in 

the machine learning field and computer vision for image classification, object detection 

elaborating more in-depth about the few deep CNN based architecture such as AlexNet, VGG16 

and VGG19. Introduction of the improve version of VGG16 is VGG19 model that troubleshooted 

the issues of the AlexNet architecture and enhanced the accuracy. The paper compares the 

architecture and results of the VGG19 with the AlexNet and VGG16 models by carrying out 

experiments on the databases CalTech256 and GHIM10K for image classification. Furthermore, 

analysed the effect of SVM with the extracted features from CNN. 

2.2  Related Works 

(Jehong et al., 2018) this paper performs two class weather classification as well as multi-class 

classification using two datasets Desnownet and D-hazy dataset for multi-class weather 

classification like snowy, sunny, cloudy, and hazy combined with the Weather database which is 

used for two-class weather classification mainly sunny and cloudy. The methodology used in this 

paper merges the CNN based architectures such as AlexNet and ResNet for weather feature 

extraction with multi-class Support Vector Machine for image classification. Experiment results 

using AlexNet combined with the SVM technique on the two-class data gives out the accuracy 

of 86% for sunny and 75% cloudy while when using ResNet gives out 92% for sunny and 88% 
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cloudy. The accuracy measured for four classes weather data gives out accuracy 97% sunny, 100 

% cloudy, 96% hazy, 95% snowy.  

(Jingming et al., 2020) this paper uses the new simplified model of ResNet50 that is ResNet15 

on medium sized dataset known as WeatherDataset-4 for weather recognition on vehicle road 

having 4693 images of 4 different conditions and compares the accuracy of this model with the 

other versions of ResNet model (ResNet 9, 12, 15 and 18) combining with different parameters 

and dropout rates, As the accuracy of the model is affected with the size of the dataset so to 

improve the accuracy rate by addressing the issue of overfitting, data augmentation is 

implemented, and the model is trained on different dropout rates with a dropout rate of 0.2 giving 

out the best accuracy of 96%. For this research, the optimizer used was Stochastic Gradient 

Descent (SGD) for updating and optimizing the weight of ResNet15 and learning rate was set to 

0.001. Furthermore, various model implemented for the comparison in which CNN15 scored 

only 79.35% accuracy while the average recognition accuracy scored was the highest for ResNet 

followed by GoogleNet, AlexNet, ResNet50 and VGG16. 

(Jose Carlos Villarreal et al., 2018) performs experiment on RFS dataset having images of three 

categories rain, snow and fog using new algorithm having super pixel as delimiting masks in 

place of data augmentation and compares the result with various CNN based architectures. Paper 

carries out the experiment by considering the use of super pixel masks using as a data 

augmentation technique after that it performs the feature extraction technique using pre-defined 

CNN models then these features are used to train and test Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

classifier. MATLAB was coupled with Caffe and the Matdeeprep function was executed to 

extract the features. The author also used the different architectures of VGGNet and ResNet. He 

underlined in the article that the overall results from the three ResNet architectures using different 

parameters performed better except for sunny category where VGG_CNN_M performed the best. 
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(Li-Wei et al., 2018) this paper uses the MWI dataset having 4 classes sunny, rain, snowy and 

hazy. Weather recognition technique is performed for an image captured by any sensor having 

de-weathering functionality. The author uses GoogleNet based Inception model on 75% of 

training data and 25% of testing data. The configuration of the model is having the learning rate 

as 0.01 and is trained with the batch size of 128 and the epoch is set to 100.The optimizer used 

in the model is Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). Later this model is compared to the AlexNet 

(91.1% accuracy) based model and the MKL (71.4%accuracy) based model resulting out in the 

performance of accuracy for the GoogleNet(Inception) based model was scored better than the 

other two models which is 92%. Concluded that the deep learning methods outperform the 

traditional hand-crafted feature-based method. 

(Mohamed et al., 2015) this paper focuses on studying the feature spaces formed by different 

CNN layers for weather classification and compares the performance and accuracy of layers of 

Weather CNN and the pre-trained ImageNet CNN with other state of the art weather classification 

techniques, this paper selects the two-class weather for classification. Back-propagation 

algorithm is used for training the CNN model having optimizer as Stochastic Gradient Descend 

and the batch size as 50. The base learning rate used for the experiment is to 0.5 · 10−3 also SVM 

classifier applied on the ImageNet-CNN layer in order to understand if the semantic dimensions 

can help perform weather classification. Finding out that the Weather CNN performs slightly 

better than the ImageNet-CNN that is 82.2% in regular classification accuracy resulting out to 

5.2% improved than the ImageNet-CNN (77.0%). Concluded that all the CNN based models 

perform better than the conventional state of art approaches. 

(Yin and YingXiang, 2020) uses weather data having nine different weather categories and the 

deep learning models like DenseNet and two variations of ResNet (ResNet50 and ResNet101) 

model is applied for the accuracy and performance comparison. Due to less data available in the 
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weather dataset Data Augmentation technique is applied. Comparison of the training accuracy is 

shown with the ResNet50 model accuracy 68.25%, ResNet101 accuracy 72.25% and the 

DenseNet accuracy 72.75%. Furthermore, to improve the recognition accuracy three types of 

integration methods applied on the output of three models. Concluded that the result of the 

integrated models is better than the base models and out of them the performance of the DenseNet 

was the best. 

2.3  Literature Review Summary 

From the above literature review it is evident that deep learning techniques are more effective for 

weather image classification compared to traditional classification techniques. We get the 

knowledge of several deep transfer learning techniques for two and multi-class weather 

classification using Image2Weather, DesnowNet, D-hazy, and several other weather datasets. 

Based on researchers experiments it is summarized that the accuracy of the pre-trained transfer 

learning models like ResNet, DenseNet, AlexNet, GoogleNet and VGG models was 

comparatively higher than the traditional methods like CNN, SVM, Image-Net CNN, MKL etc. 

Furthermore, the researchers have performed the experiments using the SGD optimizer, data 

augmentation and feature extraction technique. Based on the comparison made in the literature 

review the following models are selected to be implemented in this research: 

• VGG16, InceptionV3, DenseNet and CNN 
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Chapter 3 -  Methodology 

Data Mining is the process that unfolds and discovers hidden patterns and knowledge by working 

and analysing huge amounts of data due to which there arises a need for basic Data Mining 

methodology. 

3.1  CRISP-DM 

This research on weather classification was conducted based upon the CRISP-DM methodology 

also known as Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining. This is a robust methodology 

which facilitates a well-defined approach to plan and carry out any Data Mining project with 

capability to solve any Industry related problem. CRISP-DM methodology divides the Data 

Mining project into six phases. 

Figure 3. 1 CRISP-DM 

 

Source: https://www.sv-europe.com/crisp-dm-methodology/ 
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Six-phase process of CRISP-DM framework is depicted in the figure above and the arrow denotes 

the flow of the process as well as dependencies between the phases: 

• Business Understanding 

• Data Understanding 

• Data Preparation 

• Modeling 

• Evaluation 

• Deployment 

3.2  Business Understanding 

The first phase of CRISP-DM methodology-based research project is the in which the basic 

understanding of what you want to achieve with respect to business viewpoint. The objective of 

this phase is to find out the necessary factors which could possibly affect the project outcome. 

This phase is conducted in three stages as follows: 

• Determine business objectives 

The aim of this research is to classify different weather conditions based on the photographs 

taken at different locations within Europe in different weather. This research compares the 

performance and working of the most efficient deep learning techniques used. Various methods 

are used for image classification and recognition in the industry, here the best methodology is 

selected upon reviewing the research papers published under this specific category. 
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“Weather conditions have a significant influence on human activity. Complex climatological 

methods are used to determine their characteristics, which then find application in numerous 

areas of life and in the economy” (Kozłowska-Szczęsna 1965; Hidalgo and Jougla 2018). 

Analysis of weather data facilitates the industry to detect weather patterns and make their industry 

more flexible and robust to harsh weather conditions, understanding of weather patterns helps to 

plan beforehand and effectively deal with severe weather changes. Information about the weather 

is beneficial for the company as this information helps protect the employees, who are the most 

important asset for the company, like ground operations crew members at the airport are tough 

to protect from harsh weather conditions as the volume of noise at the airport is very high so 

setting an alarm won’t help and the alarming with the text warning is also not helpful in this case 

the best way to protect the crew members is to alert them through Visual alert methods. 

For better business outcomes and safety of the employees’ weather information is crucial.  

It is stated that the overall yearly expenditure of the businesses on occupational injuries and 

illness is $170billion and according to Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) 

it is supposed that these businesses expenditure on safety and health management system can be 

reduced to a margin of 20 – 40%. In other words, you can say Weather Intelligence is the Key, 

where the data collected about weather is analysed and processed using various Artificial 

Intelligence techniques that helps to know about the severe weather conditions beforehand which 

solves many business-related issues. 

 

 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00704-020-03118-2#ref-CR29
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00704-020-03118-2#ref-CR21
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• Access current situation 

“The Journal.ie”, an Ireland based internet publication owned by Distilled Media was founded 

in 2010 published an article “Ridiculous Forecasting and offensive lack of Northern Irish 

coverage: The complaints sent to Met Eireann in 2020” which states that the forecasts done was 

‘Unreliable’ and deficient coverage of Northern Irish weather information produced by the Met 

Eireann accompanied with the complaints about the weather alerts not being up to the mark, all 

these created dissatisfaction among the common people. Currently, due to the lack in availability 

of public weather datasets on various govt. sites, it becomes quite challenging to perform a 

research related to weather and build a model which efficiently and accurately performs weather 

classification and recognition task. 

Requirements of this research was not greatly met as there was a lack of public weather images 

available. This research was meant to classify and recognize different types of weather but due 

to lack of image data in case of rainy, foggy, and snowy weather the model is trained on lesser 

data while compromising with the accuracy. Having more data and information of weather would 

have facilitated this research greatly, and the results would be more accurate, and computers with 

larger GPUs required to deal with larger volumes of data. This research is very cost-effective as 

we are using pre-trained model which takes less computational power and training time when 

being trained using the python programming accompanied with TensorFlow which is free open-

source library and Keras a high-level API. 

• Determine Data Mining goals 

The objective of this research is to classify different types of weather conditions and prediction 

using single images. 
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3.3  Data Understanding 

The dataset used for this research is named as Image2Weather which was downloaded from the 

website of National Chung Cheng University, Computer Science Department based research 

paper. The dataset includes the images of five different types of weather mainly cloudy, sunny, 

fog, rain and snow with rich weather properties collected from all over the Europe region. This 

dataset is having altogether 183,798 images. All the weather images in this dataset are in the 

(.jpg) format having dimension of approx. 500 X 375. The total file size is 6GB which is in the 

zip format. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. 1 Unaltered Dataset specifications 

 

 To perform different experiments, this dataset is divided into two different dataset 

Weather4Class and Weather2Class. The Weather4Class dataset contains 6,000 weather images 

in four different classes (cloudy, sunny, snow and rain) and Weather2Class dataset contains 

80,000 weather images in just two classes (cloudy and sunny). 

Few images collected from website “Flickr” and “Unsplash” making sufficient number of images 

in rain and snow class of Weather4Class dataset using Imageye tool. 
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Weather2Class Dataset 

 Train Validation Test 

Cloudy 64000 16000 5000 images 

Sunny Images Images 5000 images 

Table 3. 2 Weather2Class Dataset 

 

Weather4Class Dataset 

 Train 

4737 images 

Validation 

947 images 

Test 

631 images 

Cloudy 1200 240 160 

Rain 1137 227 151 

Snow 1200 240 160 

Sunny 1200 240 160 

Table 3. 3 Weather4Class Dataset 

 

3.4 Data Preparation 

Data preparation step is conducted on the raw data before feeding it to the main model, for making 

the data compatible for the model being applied. To perform the data pre-processing step, the 

platform used is python programming. Python programming is an interpreted, general-purpose 

high-level language created by Guido Van Rossum in 1989, it is mainly used for developing web 

and desktop applications also is useful in data analysis and visualization. For, to initiate our 

experiment Data Pre-processing is done which contains several techniques as per the requirement 

of the dataset. 
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ImageDataGenerator  

ImageDataGenerator is a class of Keras deep learning neural network library which allows to 

facilitate the data augmentation technique, in which the number of images in training set is 

increased just by altering the images present in the dataset. 

Arguments and parameters of the ImageDataGenerator class from Keras: 

Figure 3. 2 ImageDataGenerator arguments 

 

Source:https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/keras/preprocessing/image/ImageDataG

enerator 

Figure 3. 3 ImageDataGenerator arguments 
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Source:https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/keras/preprocessing/image/ImageDataG

enerator 

 

Techniques applied for Data Pre-processing for both the Weather Datasets are as follows: 

Loading the Dataset – Image data generator is used for loading the dataset Weather4Class in 

Jupyter workspace. Image data generator is a library in Keras deep learning neural network. For 

loading the Weather2Class dataset drive mount function is used from google colaboratory which 

is used for mounting the data from the google drive. 
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Normalization of data (image pixels in this case) is done so that every image pixel has similar 

data distribution using the same Image Data Generator. The range of the input image pixel should 

be positive, so the rescaling range is in-between 0-255 for normalized input. Normalization helps  

Data Augmentation – Data augmentation is performed to increase the number of images in the 

dataset synthetically by transforming the images in different ways. Data augmentation technique 

helps the model to perform better by improving the accuracy and it also reduces the overfitting 

issue. To augment the data some augmentation techniques used as in the ImageDataGenerator 

constructor for this research are follows: 

• rotation_range is set to 20, this function rotates the image pixels clockwise to 20 degrees. 

• horizontal_flip is set to True, this function reverses or flips the rows and columns of the image 

pixels horizontally. 

• width_shift_range is set to 0.2, it shifts all the image pixels horizontally (left or right). 

• height_shift_range is set to 0.2, this function works same as the width_shift_range but it shifts 

all the image pixels vertically. 

• zoom_range is set to 0.2, this function zooms in the image by 20% by adding new pixels to the 

image. 

Rescaling – Rescaling of images is performed using the target_size parameter from a keras 

function called flow_from_directory. Default value is set to (256,256) which implied as (height, 

width) for all the image to be resized. For this research, the target_size is taken as depending 

upon the model applied like (240,240) for VGG16 (250,250) for InceptionV3 and for DenseNet 

(224,224), CNN (128,128) 

Train and Validation data split – the splitting of the mounted data is carried out using the 

ImageDataGenerator having a function called validation_split function which splits the training 

data and validation data into to ratio of (80:20). validation_split parameter is set to 0.2 which 
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splits a subset from the training data to form the validation set randomly by just mentioning the 

percentage and the subset parameter as validation or training. 

Feature Extraction – Feature extraction is a part of dimensionality reduction technique. In image 

processing classification becomes easier due to feature extraction as it learns meaningful 

information from the image pattern and extracts the best features from the larger data to train on 

those extracted features to get best results. 

 

3.5 Modeling 

In modelling phase, selection of the models is done followed by validating the performance of 

the model being deployed. Furthermore, comparison is done based on performance of other 

models deployed to check if it meets the business requirements. The pre-processed data from the 

previous data pre-processing stage is used in this modelling phase. Several Deep Transfer 

Learning Models are selected for use in this research to classify weather images, based upon 

thorough research about the models. 

The models selected for this research is according to the two-divisions of the Image2Weather 

dataset, which is Weather4Class containing four classes of weather images and Weather2Class 

containing two class weather image data. 

3.5.1 Data Mining 

The rapid growth of information and accessibility has to major development in algorithm design 

for artificial intelligence and emergence of various new techniques of deep learning. Deep 

learning is a subset of machine learning which uses neural networks to recognize meaningful 

representations of features from data. Deep learning (deep structured learning or deep machine 

learning) is part of machine learning based on a set of algorithms that try to model high-level 
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features in data by means of multiple processing layers with complex structures, or otherwise is 

made of multiple non-linear transformations (Benuwa et al, 2016). Deep Learning uses neural 

network which is a multi-layered structure of algorithms inspired by the human brain. The 

network learns the pattern and can classify different types of information. Neural networks help 

to perform  

 

Figure 3. 4 Artificial Neural Network 

Neural Networks allows to perform several tasks like clustering, classification, and regression. 

Large set of labelled data and neural network architectures having many layers are used to train 

the model. Neural Network architecture is based on different layers that advances the data – the 

input layer which consists of raw data, the hidden layer is used for combining and processing the 

data, and the output layer is used for generating the result, forecast and estimation etc.  

Some of the Deep Learning Architectures are listed below: 

• CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) 

• RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) 

• LSTM (Long-Short Term Memory) 

• DBN (Deep Belief Network) 

• DSN (Deep Stacking Network) 

In this research the deep learning architecture CNN is applied for image classification. 
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3.5.2 Transfer Learning  

Transfer Learning is referred to as the research problem in the field of Machine Learning where 

the knowledge gained from the previous task is being applied to learn a new related task. It is 

considered as an optimization that enables the performance improvement in case of the second 

task when modelling. 

Transfer Learning initially deals with training of the base network for the base dataset as well as 

task, after that transferring that learned features to second network for training of target dataset 

and task. 

There are two ways to apply Transfer Learning on the predictive model problems: 

• Develop Model Approach 

Select Source Task – Selection of the relative predictive modelling is done with having a relation 

between the input/output data. 

Develop Source Model – Deployment of the model, which is better than the base model so, to 

make sure that few feature learning has been applied. 

Reuse Model – The starting point for the second task could be the model fit of the first source 

task, full involvement of the parts of the source model could be applied or could rely on the 

modelling technique used. 

Tune Model – Refinement of the input and output data can be desired by the model being 

deployed. 

• Pre-trained Model Approach 

Select Source Task – Selection of the one pre-trained source model from the various available 

models. 
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Reuse Model – After selection of the pre-trained model that can now be used as the starting point 

for the second assigned task. As per the model technique requirement usage of all or few parts of 

the model is done. 

Tune Model - Refinement of the input and output data can be desired by the model being 

deployed. 

For conducting this research, the Pre-trained Transfer Learning Model Approach is used. 

Usage of Transfer learning models 

These models are called as the optimizers because these are pre-trained models and is used to 

enhance the performance and time saving. Mainly, these models should be applied when 

expecting: 

• Higher Start 

On the source model, the initial skill (before optimizing the model) is higher than it would 

otherwise be. 

• Higher Slope 

The rate of ability enhancement during the source model's training is narrower than it 

would be otherwise.   

• Higher Asymptote 

The fully integrated skill of the model which is trained is found out to be higher than it 

would be otherwise. 

List of some Pre-trained Transfer Learning models for Image data 

• VGG16 

• VGG19 

• InceptionV3 

• XCeption 
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• ResNet-50 

• MobileNet 

3.5.3 TensorFlow 

TensorFlow is a free open-source library used for large scale machine learning and it uses the 

data flow graphs for the for the numerical computation also known as symbolic math library It 

combines both machine learning and deep learning algorithms and is considered as cross-

platform as it runs on all GPUs, CPUs, TPUs, mobile as well as on embedded platforms. Python 

programming is used to provide a front-end API. TensorFlow Extended (TFX) can be utilized 

for full production of the Machine Learning pipeline. The architecture of TensorFlow gives keras 

as framework which makes the task easier. It is mostly used for the larger datasets for faster 

execution. 

3.5.4 Keras 

Keras is defined as open source high-level neural-network library, and this is written in Python 

language, so the structure of the code is easy to understand, debug and use. This high-level API 

built on TensorFlow has the capability to run on top of other frameworks and libraries such as 

Theano, TensorFlow and CNTK. If used in Deep Learning it allows for fast prototyping and can 

run smoothly on GPUs and CPUs. Keras is mostly beneficial for the smaller datasets. 

3.5.5 ImageNet 

ImageNet is an open-source repository of images which includes over 1000 classes as well as 

over 1.5 million of images. Pre-trained networks such as ResNet, InceptionV3, VGG16, AlexNet 

are trained on this ImageNet dataset, so they are highly efficient. 
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Models deployed for the Weather4Class dataset (Multi-class Image Classification) 

• VGG16 

• InceptionV3  

3.5.6 VGG16 Architecture 

VGG model as Feature Extractor 

VGG model with Fine Tuning 

VGG16 (Visual Geometry Group) is built on the ImageNet database which was specifically 

designed for the image classification and image recognition. It is a 16-layer network comprised 

of convolutional layer and fully connected layer. This model was invented by Andrew Zisserman 

and Karen Simonyan. From the figure below it is seen that the VGG16 architecture is having 13 

convolutional layers with max-pooling layers used for the down sampling. It uses a 3*3 

convolutional filters, further the model is having two hidden layers of 4096 units per layer which 

is fully connected, accompanied with the dense layer (softmax) of 1000 units in which each of 

the units depicting single image category from the ImageNet database. This model can also be 

used as the effective feature extractor by freezing all the convolutional layers or blocks to avoid 

weight updation after every epoch. 

 

Figure 3. 5 VGG16 architecture 
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For fine-tuning of the VGG model, the last two blocks are unfrozen for the updation of the 

weights after every epoch. After that flattening of the final output is done for to feed in the dense 

layer for classifier.  

 

Figure 3. 6 VGG16 architecture as feature extractor and fine tuning 

 

For this research VGG16 is used to perform Image classification on weather image data, where 

first the importing of the model is done from keras having pre-trained weights trained on 

ImageNet. 
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Figure 3. 7 VGG16 layer wise working 

Input image size of the convolutional layer is fixed to 224*224 RGB image, the image is then 

transferred through the convolutional layers, filters of 3*3 having minimum receptive field are 

applied. The convolutional stride is set to 1 pixel and for the 3*3 convolutional layer the spatial 

padding is set to 1 pixel which is drawn out by five max-pooling layers following some of the 

convolutional layers. The max pooling is carried out on stride of 2 over (2*2) pixel window. 

Stack of convolutional layers is followed by 3 fully connected layers out of which the first two 

are having 4096 channels each and the third one contains the 1000 channels by performing 1000-

way ILSVRC classification and the fourth layer is the SoftMax layer. 

Rectification linearity (Relu) is available on all the hidden layers and there is no effect of 

Normalization (LRN) Local Response Normalization on the performance using the ILSVRC 

dataset. 
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3.5.7 InceptionV3 Architecture 

InceptionV3 model is trained on ImageNet dataset which is widely used for image recognition 

this model is based on an idea proposed by co-authors of the research paper titled as ‘Rethinking 

the Inception Architecture for Computer Vision’ as (Christian et al, 2016). This model is 

structured by convolutional layers, average pooling, max pooling, dropouts, concats and fully 

connected layers where the SoftMax computes the loss. Batch Normalization is used for 

activation inputs. Techniques that are used for optimizing the network are regularization, 

parallelized computations, dimensionality reduction and factorized convolutions. 

 

Figure 3. 8 InceptionV3 model architecture 

 

Step wise explanation of InceptionV3 architecture 

Factorized Convolutions 
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In this the number of parameters is reduced indulged in the network thus the computational 

efficiency is minimized. It also helps to monitor the network efficiency. 

Smaller Convolutions helps to train the model faster. 

 

Figure 3. 9 Two 3X3 convolutions replacing 5X5 convolution 

 

Asymmetric Convolutions  

When a 2*2 convolution substitutes the 3*3 convolution the count in the number of parameters 

would go up a little when compared to asymmetric convolution which is projected, where 1*3 

convolution followed by 3*1 can be substituted by 3*3 convolution 

 

Figure 3. 10 Asymmetric convolutions 

Auxiliary Classifier 
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The function of an auxiliary classifier in the inceptionv3 network is that it behaves as a regularizer 

but in case of GoogleNet these classifiers benefit for deeper network. It is a miniature CNN 

dropped in the mid of layers while training. 

 

Figure 3. 11 Auxiliary classifier 

 

Grid Size Reductions 

Pooling operations is used to perform the grid size reductions 

 

Figure 3. 12 Grid Size Reductions 
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The computational cost of InceptionV3 is only approx. 2.5 more than the cost of GoogleNet while 

being more efficient when compared to VGGNet even with 42 layers deep. 

 

Model deployed for the Weather2Class dataset (Two-class Image Classification) 

• Convolutional Neural Network 

• DenseNet 

3.5.8 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) 

CNN is a deep learning architecture used for computer vision applications such as image 

recognition, segmentation, classification, and object detection. CNNs can be used various deep 

learning applications in several sectors like automobile for autonomous vehicle detection and in 

medical field like medical imaging as well as in weather department like weather type 

recognition, classification, and forecasting.  

Figure 3. 13 Structure of CNN 

 

Source: https://medium.com/techiepedia/binary-image-classifier-cnn-using-tensorflow-

a3f5d6746697 target=”_blank” rel=”nofollow” 

https://medium.com/techiepedia/binary-image-classifier-cnn-using-tensorflow-a3f5d6746697
https://medium.com/techiepedia/binary-image-classifier-cnn-using-tensorflow-a3f5d6746697
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CNN consists of two main parts: 

• Different features of image are split using a convolutional tool for analysis, the process is called 

as Feature Extraction. 

• A fully connected layer which uses the output of the convolution layer for predicting class of 

image depending on the features obtained from feature extraction done in previous stage. 

Convolutional Layer, Pooling Layer and Fully Connected Layer are the three layers stacked up 

that constitutes the architecture of CNN. 

Convolutional Layer – The work of this layer is to extract the features from the input images, in 

this layer the mathematical processing is done in between the input layer and the filter applied of 

specific dimension like (AxA) and generates an output that states the information of the image 

like edges and corners, this output can also be useful for determining various additional features 

of the input image. 

Pooling Layer – This layer is used to reduce the size of the feature map by reducing the 

connections among the layers; this layer comes after the Convolutional Layer. Several types of 

Pooling layer are applied depending on the method being used like Max Pooling Layer, Average 

Pooling and Sum Pooling. 

Max Pooling Layer – This layer chooses the largest element from the Feature Map 

Average Pooling Layer – Elements in a predefined size Image part is averaged and computed 

using the Average Pooling Layer. 

Sum Pooling – All the elements of the feature map is summed up which constitutes to form sum 

pooling layer. 

Fully Connected Layer – The matrix o the feature map is flattened into a vector and is fed to 

the fully connected layer to build a model which looks like a neural network and finally an 
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activation function such as SoftMax or Sigmoid is used to classify the output generated. The fully 

connected layer is also called as FC layer. 

 

Figure 3. 14 Fully connected layer 

 

Source: https://medium.com/@RaghavPrabhu/understanding-of-convolutional-neural-network-

cnn-deep-learning-99760835f148 

Figure 3. 15 Complete CNN architecture  

 

Source: https://medium.com/@RaghavPrabhu/understanding-of-convolutional-neural-network-

cnn-deep-learning-99760835f148 

https://medium.com/@RaghavPrabhu/understanding-of-convolutional-neural-network-cnn-deep-learning-99760835f148
https://medium.com/@RaghavPrabhu/understanding-of-convolutional-neural-network-cnn-deep-learning-99760835f148
https://medium.com/@RaghavPrabhu/understanding-of-convolutional-neural-network-cnn-deep-learning-99760835f148
https://medium.com/@RaghavPrabhu/understanding-of-convolutional-neural-network-cnn-deep-learning-99760835f148
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3.5.9 Densely Connected Convolutional Networks (DenseNet) 

Dense Net was proposed by Gao Huang, Zhuang Liu with other members of their team in the 

year 2017 at CVPR conference. For constructing the DenseNet architecture, the Feed-Forward 

style is applied that is having n(n+1)/2 overall connections. 

Its feature maps are utilized for all following layers as inputs. For every layer, the feature maps 

relating to all following layers are utilized as inputs. 

DenseNet is made up of dense blocks in which the layers are densely connected where each layer 

receives an input of all the back layers output feature maps.  

 

Figure 3. 16 DenseNet architecture with five layers  

 

Different types of dense blocks are applied depending upon the dimensionality of the input: 
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Basic DenseNet Composition Layer 

Each layer in this dense block is tracked up by a pre-activated batch normalization layer, ReLU 

activation function and a 3*3 convolution. 

 

Figure 3. 17 Basic DenseNet composition layer 

 

Bottleneck DenseNet (DenseNet-B) 

In order to ease the computation at every level a bottleneck structure is used with 1*1 

convolutions before a 3*3 convolutional layer as each layer was producing k output feature maps. 

 

Figure 3. 18 DenseNet-B 
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DenseNet Compression 

When the dense block contains of m feature maps and the transition layer produces output feature 

maps as i or also called as compression factor where (0 < i <=1) and when the value of i is (i < 

1) then the architecture is stated as Dense Net-C, whereas value of i switches to 0.5. The model 

is stated as DenseNet-BC if the two layers that is Bottleneck and the Transition layer have value 

i<1. 

Multiple Dense Blocks with Transition Layers 

 

Figure 3. 19 Multiple Dense Blocks with Transition Layers 

The architecture of DenseNet has dense blocks which are followed by convolutional layer and 

average pooling layer of 1*1 and 2*2. Having the sizes of the feature maps similar it becomes 

convenient to concatenate the transition layers. A global average pooling is performed in the end 

of the dense block being connected to the SoftMax classifier 
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3.5.10 Activation Functions:  

These functions are the in the form of equations using which output of neural network is 

calculated, activation function being connected to every neuron forming the network, if every 

neurons’ input is appropriate according to the prediction of the model, it helps determining if the 

function should be activated or should not be activated. 

There are seven types of non-linear activation functions in neural network: 

Sigmoid/Logistic 

TanH/Hyperbolic Tangent 

ReLU(Rectified Linear Unit) 

Leaky ReLU 

Parametric ReLU 

Softmax 

3.5.11 Optimization Method: 

The purpose is to determine the optimal and nearly optimal solutions while using very less 

computational power, the efficiency of the optimization method is determined by the 

computational time and memory used by the method. Some of the most used optimization 

algorithms precisely for deep learning optimization are RMSProp, Stocahstic Gradient Descent 

and Adam Optimizer. 

RMSProp – The gradient is normalized using RMSProp as the step size is balanced due to it, and 

it can even run with small batches. 

Stocahstic Gradient Descent (SGD) – SGD can be very costly because it requires too many 

updates and is also having noisy steps, due to this, other optimizers are preferred over SGD. 

Adam – This can work with huge datasets and parameters along with handling the noise issue. 
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Implementation of the proposed models on the datasets: 

3.5.12 System Specifications: 

In the era of technology, data is generated in huge volumes which is sometimes difficult to 

analyse and manage, requiring computers with higher computational power and decent hardware 

configuration which is often required to train huge volumes of data in lesser time. Due to the 

advent of technology, we have access to cloud-based architectures which reduce the training time 

even while using the complex deep learning architectures. Working on large weather data is a 

complex task needing excess of training time and memory. For carrying out this research, Google 

Colab is used being free of cost cloud service for writing and executing Python code through the 

browser providing single NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU which can be used up to 12 hours along with 

Jupyter Notebook an open- source web application which allows to write and edit documents 

which shows the input/output of Python or R script. System configuration on which this research 

is performed has 8GB of RAM with a GPU (AMD Radeon 530). Python programming is used in 

this research which is easily understandable and comprises of various libraries along with deep 

learning models. Also, the Keras neural network library is used which is incorporated on top of 

TensorFlow. 

3.5.13 Dataset Weather4Class 

Dataset Weather4Class having four different classes named cloudy, rain, snow and sunny having 

approx. 1500 images in each of the classes with a total of 6000 images in jpg format. 

 

Figure 3. 20 Classes in dataset Weather4Class 
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Workflow: 

A brief outline of the implementation steps of the two pre-trained deep learning architectures 

VGG16 and InceptionV3 used for Weather4Class dataset is discussed in this section. Model 

training and execution greatly depends on the system specification, here Jupyter Notebook 

(Anaconda 3) is used for the implementation of the code. The data is collected from the website 

of National Chung Cheng University, Camera as weather sensor: Estimating weather information 

from single images (Wei-Ta et al., 2017), as the images in few of the classes were less as 1252 

images in snow and 1369 in rain, so Image scraping technique is used to gather the images from 

website “Flickr” and “Unsplash” making sufficient number of images in each class, Images are 

scraped from the website using Imageye tool which is an image downloading browser extension 

tool used for scraping images from a website. The training, validation and test data is divided, 

and the data is fetched from the system memory where it is stored, and python programming is 

used for the application of deep learning models. The training set consists of 4737 images and 

the validation set contains 947 images in all four classes, further testing set is loaded which 

consists of 631 images in 4 weather classes. Image augmentation is also performed to increase 

the number of images in the training set using 5 different augment filters available in 

ImageDataGenerator. A checkpoint mechanism was applied to monitor the validation loss and to 

save the weights. Steps per epoch and validation steps was assigned upon several iterations and 

best was chosen according to the performance. The model was saved to the system using 

model.save() function for future reference. 
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3.5.14 Dataset Weather2Class 

Dataset Weather2Class has two different classes named cloudy and sunny having 40000 images 

in each of the classes with a total of 80000 images in jpg format. 

 

Figure 3. 21 Classes in dataset Weather2Class 

Workflow:  

A brief overview of the implementation steps of the DenseNet architecture and a normal CNN 

architecture used for Weather2Class dataset is discussed in this section. Model training and 

execution greatly depends on the system specification, here Google Colab IDE is used for the 

implementation of the code. The data is stored into the google drive and mounted to the colab 

using drive mount function. The training data is then split into training and validation subsets 

using the ImageDataGenerator function, 20% data was taken for validation set which makes up 

to 16000 images in the validation set and (80%) 64001 images in the training set, python 

programming is used for the application of models. Further testing set is loaded which consists 

of 10016 images in both weather classes. Steps per epoch and validation steps was assigned upon 

several iterations and best was chosen according to the performance. The model weights were 

saved to the drive using model.save() function for future reference. 

Parameter Specifications selected for the models as follows: 

3.5.15 VGG16 model with Data Augmentation Techniques 

VGG 16 architecture was implemented for the Weather4Class dataset and the given architecture 

comprises of 13 convolutional layers and 3 fully connected layer as discussed earlier in the study. 

An image size of 240X240 with 3 channels was fed into the model, 6 data augmentation 
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techniques was applied on the training set to increase the number of images like rotation_range 

is set to 20, horizontal_flip is set to True, width_shift_range is set to 0.2, height_shift_range is 

set to 0.2, zoom_range is set to 0.2 and shear_range= 0.2. The batch size is set to 32 for the 

training set with class_mode = categorical, and for the validation and test set the batch size is 8 

with class mode same as for training. The dropout rate is 0.2 and lr = 0.0001 with Adam optimizer 

and activation function is Softmax. The model is trained for 10 epochs with steps per epoch set 

to 100 having loss as categorical_crossentropy. 

3.5.16 VGG16 model with Feature Extraction Technique 

VGG 16 architecture was implemented for the Weather4Class dataset. Image size taken for this 

experiment was 240X240 with 3 channels, the batch_size for training set is 32 and for validation 

is 8 with the test set batch size set to 631. VGG16 was used as the convolutional base model and 

a function extract_features was defined to extract features and labels from the training and 

validation directory after that the extracted features array was reshaped using np.reshape 

function. Then these features were fed to the model for training with the dropout rate 0.2, 

SoftMax classifier used as final classification layer, loss as categorical_crossentropy, the 

optimizer used for this model was RMSprop with the learning rate set to 1e-4 the model was 

trained for 10 epochs and steps_per_epoch was 32. Images were partitioned to form respective 

folder for class which turned as labels for the model. 

3.5.17 InceptionV3 with data augmentation and batch normalization function 

Data Augmentation technique was used using the keras ImageDataGenerator function on the 

Weather4Class dataset, total of 6 augmentation techniques were used as zoom_range was set to 

0.2, shear_range is 0.2, horizontal_flip= True, rotation_range having the value 20, 

width_shift_range= 0.2, and height_shift_range= 0.2. The target image size taken for this 
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experiment was 250X250 with 3 channels, the batch_size was 32 for training and testing set and 

8 for validation set. A batch normalization layer was added to the model with dropout of 0.2 and 

activation as softmax and Adam optimizer with the learning rate of 0.0001 was applied. The 

model was trained for 25 epochs and the steps_per_epoch was 148. 

3.5.18 CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) Model Specification 

The dataset used for this experiment was a two-class dataset Weather2Class and was performed 

using the Google Colab IDE, the dataset was mounted from the google drive into the colab using 

mount.drive function in python. With the help of ImageDataGenerator the class_mode was set to 

binary for two class classification and the data was split into training and validation subset with 

the validation_split function set to 0.2 that splits the data into 80:20 ratio, for train generator the 

subset was put as training and for the validation generator the subset was set to validation. Images 

used for the CNN model was of 128X128 and 3 channels. The CNN model is defined using the 

different layers with kernel_size and pool_size as 2. Further the last activation layer was used as 

Sigmoid and the dropout rate is set to 0.2. The optimizer chosen for the CNN model was Adam 

optimizer where the learning rate was set to 0.0001 and the loss was stated as binary_crossentropy 

as there were only two classes of weather for classification as cloudy and sunny. An early 

stopping function was introduced to monitor the validation accuracy and for saving the best 

weights also a time calculation function using callbacks was defined to calculate and keep log of 

the time of beginning training and epoch with the time of ending of the epoch. The model was 

trained for 32 epochs with 100 steps per epoch and 100 validation steps.   

3.5.19  DenseNet Model Specification 

This architecture was implemented using Google Colab IDE on Weather2Class dataset and the 

data was mounted from the drive using the mount.drive function in python. Images of 224X224 
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was used for this operation. The data was split using the ImageDataGenerator class 

validation_spilt function which was set to 0.2 having 64000 images in training set and 16000 

images belonging to 2 classes of validation set. The class_mode is binary in this case and the 

color_mode is rgb. The activation used is sigmoid having the optimizer as Adam which is the best 

performing optimizer. The model was trained for 32 epoch and 50 steps per epoch having the 

learning rate as 0.0001 and loss as binary_crossentropy. The values for beta_1 was set to 0.9, 

beta_2 = 0.999 and epsilon it was 1e-08. Evaluation metrics taken for this model was MSE and 

accuracy. 
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Chapter 4 -  Analysis 

4.1  Evaluation 

After implementation of the various architectures in the modelling phase, the next phase is the 

Evaluation phase in which the analysis of performance of different models deployed is carried 

out, as further discussed in this section. Evaluation metrics that are taken into consideration are 

Accuracy, Loss where the metric accuracy is the most used performance indicator. The model 

training time was different for all the models and it depends upon the parameter specification for 

each model, so for evaluation of the performance training time was also taken in for 

consideration. The image size and number of epochs was decided after several iterations for 

different models. 

Accuracy: Accuracy is one of the most important evaluation metrics for the evaluating the 

performance of the models deployed. It is termed as the fraction of predictions of the model 

which is deployed proved to be right. 

Accuracy = 
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
 

Loss: Loss is defined as the measure of the wrong predictions done by the model, to reduce the 

overfitting, the function dropout is used. 

 

Mean Squared Error (MSE) is also a type of loss which is determined in this experiment, MSE 

is the average of the squared values of the diversion between the actual and the predicted values. 
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4.2  Results 

Summary of results table can be found in the 4.11. Comparison section. 

4.3  VGG16 architecture results with Data Augmentation results 

VGG16 architecture with the Data Augmentation technique implemented in the research on the 

dataset Weather4Class achieved training accuracy of 92.5% and the testing accuracy of 87.5% 

with the value of loss was 0.2. 

Figure 4. 1 VGG16 model training results for last five epoch (Data Augmentation) 

 

 

Figure 4. 2 VGG16 model training accuracy and loss 
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Figure 4. 3 VGG16 model graph of accuracy and loss 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 4 VGG16 model testing accuracy 
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Figure 4. 5 VGG16 model Confusion Matrix 

 

4.4  VGG16 architecture results with Feature Extraction results 

VGG16 architecture with the Feature Extraction technique implemented on the same 

Weather4Class dataset. The model achieved a training accuracy of 77.7% with loss 0.6 and 

testing accuracy of 64.3% with the loss value of 0.8. This experiment was compared and 

motivated by a research paper proposed by Guerra, J.C.V. et.al, (2018). 
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Figure 4. 6  VGG16 model training results for last five epoch (Feature Extraction) 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 7 VGG16 model training accuracy and loss 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 8 VGG16 model testing accuracy and loss 
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Figure 4. 9 VGG16 model graph of Training and Validation accuracy 

 

 

Figure 4. 10 VGG16 model graph of Training and Validation loss 
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 It is observed that the graph of the validation set was a bit inappropriate, as it was getting diverted 

from the training line graph, so to minimize the difference between the training and validation 

line graph the Feature Extraction technique is applied. On the application of the feature extraction 

technique the overall performance of the validation graph diversion was greatly minimized. 

Additionally, the VGG16 architecture was tested on a small set of images from the dataset 

Weather4Class which was about 800 images in the four classes and the model achieved an 

accuracy of around 60%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 11 VGG16 model graph of accuracy and loss for 800 images 
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4.5  InceptionV3 architecture results 

InceptionV3 architecture when applied on the dataset Weather4Class for the image classification 

procedure the model achieved an accuracy of 79.8% and the restored model accuracy of 69.14% 

with a validation loss of 0.5 and the testing loss of 0.7, respectively. The testing accuracy of the 

model was scored out to be 71.8%. The performance of this architecture was less when compared 

to the VGG16. The validation_loss improved until the 16th epoch. The overall accuracy achieved 

for each class is as follows: cloudy: 84.37%, rain: 87.50%, snow: 84.30% and sunny: 87.50% 

respectively. The average overall accuracy scored out to be 85.9%. 

 

vgg 

Figure 4. 12 InceptionV3 model result of Data Augmentation Technique on weather 

image 
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Figure 4. 13 InceptionV3 model training result for last five epochs 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 14 InceptionV3 model validation accuracy and loss 
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Figure 4. 15 InceptionV3 model graph for Accuracy and Loss 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 16 InceptionV3 model test accuracy 
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Figure 4. 17 InceptionV3 model overall accuracy for four weather classes 

 

 

 

Figure 4. 18 InceptionV3 model Confusion Matrix 
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4.6  DenseNet architecture results 

This DenseNet architecture was applied on the second dataset which is Weather2Class for the 

weather image classification and the model achieved the training accuracy of approx. 83.59% 

and the testing accuracy of 72.12%. The MSE is 0.2 and the loss is 0.9. The performance of this 

architecture scored better than the InceptionV3 architecture applied previously on less data of the 

dataset Weather4Class with four types of weather classes. DenseNet was trained for 32 epochs 

and the steps_per_epoch was 50. 

Figure 4. 19 DenseNet model training result for last five epochs 

Figure 4. 20 DenseNet model graph for Accuracy and Loss 
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Figure 4. 21 DenseNet model testing accuracy, loss and mean squared error 

 

4.7  Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture results 

This is the basic architecture CNN which is applied to the dataset Weather2Class for 

classification without the data augmentation technique and the model achieved an accuracy of 

approx. 84% can be seen in the graph below and the testing accuracy of 74.8% with a loss of 0.5. 

Among all the models deployed the best accuracy was obtained using the VGG16 architecture 

for the Weather4Class dataset using the data augmentation technique. The accuracy performance 

of CNN architecture scored slightly better than the DenseNet architecture. 

 

Figure 4. 22 CNN model training result for last five epochs 
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Figure 4. 23 CNN model graph for training and validation accuracy 

The accuracy graph of the validation set is almost comparable and equal to the accuracy graph of 

the training set. 

 

Figure 4. 24 CNN model graph for training and validation loss 
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The graph of loss is depicted as going down while being comparative the validation loss with 

respect to the training loss graph.  

Figure 4. 25 CNN model testing accuracy and loss 

 

4.8 Correct Prediction Results 

  Figure 4. 26 Correct predictions for sunny weather 
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Figure 4. 27 Correct predictions for cloudy weather 

 

4.9  Incorrect Prediction Results 

  

Figure 4. 28 Incorrect predictions for sunny and cloudy weather 
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4.10  Deployment 

The created model is then evaluated for its working according to the business standards, in the 

deployment phase the evaluated results are presented in a way to benefit and tackle business 

weather related issues. The comparison of the various models on weather data delivers a great deal 

information about the architectures used and the classification of the several weather types could 

be beneficial for the industry. Further the aim is to create an API for determining and classifying 

weather type and condition using the results obtained. 

4.11  Comparison 

Comparison of models used: 

Model Class_mode Optimizer Learning 

rate (lr) 

Activation Loss 

VGG16 

Data 

augmentation 

Categorical Adam 0.0001 SoftMax Categorical_crossentropy 

VGG16 

Feature 

extraction

  

Categorical RMSprop 1e-4 SoftMax Categorical_crossentropy 

InceptionV3 Categorical Adam 0.0001 SoftMax Categorical_crossentropy 

DenseNet Binary Adam 0.0001 Sigmoid Binary_crossentropy 

CNN Binary Adam 0.0001 Sigmoid Binary_crossentropy 

Table 4. 1 Various Model Specifications 
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This research was proposed to compare the performance of different deep learning models while 

classifying the various types of weather condition. 

This research applies the DenseNet architecture which was based on (Yin and YingXiang, 2020) 

research work which got the accuracy of 72.75% and our DenseNet model based on two-class 

classification technique achieved accuracy of 83.5% with an increment of 10.8% from the 

reference model. 

 Furthermore, VGG16 architecture was also implemented with the data augmentation technique 

which again performed better with 92.5% training accuracy than other VGG16 performances in 

several comparative research works. In addition, to make this research more informative and 

comparative InceptionV3 and CNN model was also deployed. The InceptionV3 architecture 

overall accuracy scored for all the four classes was about 85.9% and the comparative research 

work (Li-Wei et al., 2018) considered for the implementation of Inception scored 92% accuracy, 

exceeding about 6% more than this experiment conducted. 

The VGG16 model achieved the best performance results under data augmentation technique but 

the graph of the validation set was straying away from the training set graph, so this issue was 

addressed by the feature extraction techniques in which the same VGG16 model was used as the 

feature extractor. The feature extraction technique does improve the graph of the validation set 

but the accuracy was not up to the mark as the data augment was not applied in that experiment, 

further the images of weather have complex features, so it is quite difficult obtain very high 

accuracy when dealing with weather images. VGG16 model with data augmentation technique 

exceeded in accuracy to the InceptionV3 model which is implemented on the same dataset of 

6000 weather images. The training time for this model was around 8 hours. 

The DenseNet model graph of the validation set got various spikes as depicted in the figure 

present in the DenseNet model application section, it is due to the model not understanding the 
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validation set completely thereby lowering the accuracy of the overall model. Time taken in 

training this DenseNet architecture for 32 epochs with 50 steps was approximately 15-18 hours. 

The base model CNN’s graph of accuracy and loss was the most stable as the model was able to 

interpret the validation set completely and thus achieve a training accuracy of 84% which is again 

only 0.5% better than the DenseNet model using the same dataset of 80000 weather images 

whereas the testing accuracy of CNN with 74.8% was proved to be better than the DenseNet 

model which was 72.12%. Training time for the CNN architecture with 32 epochs and 100 steps 

took approximately 8 hours. 

Time taken for training was the maximum in case of training the DenseNet architecture as this 

architecture is having complex model with several deep networks. 

 

Model Accuracy loss Training time Test accuracy Image_size 

VGG 16 

Data 

augmentation 

92.5% 0.2 8hrs 87.50% 240 X 240 

VGG16 

Feature 

extraction 

77.77% 0.6 1hr 64.30% 240 X 240 

InceptionV3 79.79% val 

85.9% overall 

0.5 8hrs 71.87% 250 X 250 

DenseNet 83.5% 0.9 18hrs 72.12% 224 X 224 

CNN 84% 0.5 8 hrs 74.8% 128 X 128 

Table 4. 2 Loss and Accuracy with image_size and training time 
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 Table 4. 3 Number of epochs and steps per epoch 

Model Number_of_epochs Steps_per_epochs 

VGG16 

Data Augmentation 

10 32 

VGG16 

Feature Extraction 

10 32 

InceptionV3 25 148 

DenseNet 32 50 

CNN 32 100 
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Chapter 5 -  Conclusion/Discussion 

The main aim of this research conducted is to detect and classify different types of weather 

conditions while using various deep learning for the performance comparison. 

This research was conducted in stages as the initial stage was to implement the models on a small 

part of the dataset comprising of 800 images thereafter further increasing the number of images 

to 2000 for better understanding of the data and model performance according the increment in 

the data. For this research, the Image2Weather dataset was used, which was further divided into 

two dataset one consisting of 4 classes of 6000 images and the other consists of 2 classes of 

weather with 80000 images. Both the large- and small-scale data approach experiment is 

conducted. The techniques used for this research are VGG16, InceptionV3, DenseNet and 

Convolutional Neural Network. The two pre-trained network VGG16 and InceptionV3 was 

implemented using ‘ImageNet’ weights on the Weather4Class dataset while the DenseNet and 

CNN on Weather2Class dataset. To, address the issue of less data in the Weather4Class dataset 

the Data Augmentation was implemented accompanied with the Feature Extraction. The result 

of the accuracy performance of the VGG16 was the best scoring 92% followed by CNN, 

DenseNet, and InceptionV3. The performance and the training time greatly depend on the system 

configuration. The results were encouraging for the models proposed and could further be 

implemented for wider research problems. 

5.1 Future Work 

The future work in relation to this research would be to extend the number of deep learning 

architectures with more epochs used and to include the numerical data related to weather like 

measure of temperature, precipitation, humidity, and wind speed of different locations within the 
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European region along with the image data. The findings from this research would help to create 

a weather classification tool, which is also proposed in the future research. In addition to this 

research which is based on the weather images taken from the ground level, in future the aim 

would be to work and classify the weather condition from the images taken from the satellite of 

the Europe which is MeteoSat-8. The captured images from the satellite are available on the sat-

24 website. 
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Appendices 

This research document will enact as a guide for understanding the content of the 

Artifacts and necessary stages of the python code execution in the Google colab as 

well in the Jupyter Notebook for dissertation research project titled as “Comparative 

Analysis of Deep and Transfer Learning Techniques for Two and Multi-Class Weather 

Image Classification”  

Content of the Artifacts 

1. Datasets 

• Image2Weather dataset 

Downloaded from: 

https://www.cs.ccu.edu.tw/~wtchu/projects/Weather/index.html 

• Image2Weather_Dataset_UserGuide.txt 

• Weather4Class dataset: Partitioned from the Image2Weather dataset 

     Contains 6000 images belonging to four different classes of weather: 

cloudy, rain, snow and sunny 

• Weather2Class dataset: Partitioned from the Image2Weather dataset  

     Contains 80000 images belonging to two different classes of weather: 

     Cloudy and sunny 

2. Weather Classification Jupyter Notebook Code on Weather4Class dataset 

• VGG16 Data Augmentation Code (VGG16_DataAugmentation.ipynb) 

• VGG16 Data Augmentation Model weights 

(VGG16_model_sample.h5) 

• VGG16 Feature Extraction Code (VGG16_FeatureExtraction.ipynb) 

• VGG16 Feature Extraction Model weights 

(VGG16_model_withfeaturextraction.h5) 

https://www.cs.ccu.edu.tw/~wtchu/projects/Weather/index.html
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• InceptionV3 Code (InceptionV3_DataAugmentation.ipynb) 

• InceptionV3 Model weights (INCEPTION_75%.h5) 

3. Weather Classification Google Colab Code on Weather2Class dataset 

• DenseNet Code (DenseNet2Weather.ipynb) 

• Convolutional Neural Network Code (CNN2Weather.ipynb) 

• Convolutional Neural Network Model weights 

(CNN_weights.h5) 

4. PowerPoint Presentation for the overview of the Research Project 

(Saumya_10535891_Weather_Classification.pptx) 

5. Results Summary for all the models applied 

• Table_of_Model_specifications.jpg 

• Table_of_Accuracy.jpg 

• Table_of_Epochs.jpg 


